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ABSTRACT
Realistic computer graphics have become increasingly important with the rise of video games, virtual worlds, and
animated television. Humans and their facial expressions
have traditionally been tricky objects to accurately model.
We discuss a basic algorithm and an improved variant which
both address this challenge in real time. The benefit of the
algorithms’ real-time performance is that users can be provided with accurate 3D visual renderings of human faces
based on 2D video frames, as the video is being recorded.
We show the results of the algorithms discussed, and describe the benefits and drawbacks of the various algorithms
and their animations.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Facial expressions convey the emotional state of an individual, such as whether a person is upset, happy, impatient, or in pain. Because humans use facial expressions so
frequently and most humans are naturally adept at comprehending these subtle signals, it is beneficial for users of
graphics programs if accurate facial expressions are modeled
and rendered. The widespread use of cameras on smartphones, laptops, and tablets has increased the demand for
performant facial modeling for consumer-level applications.
An example would be a video gamer who is using a character, or avatar, that tracks the gamer’s facial expressions
in real time. It is useful for the gamer if their avatar is reflecting accurate, real-time facial expressions. Therefore, it
is necessary to have algorithms available that are capable of
creating these renderings quickly and accurately.
Modeling a facial expression refers to designing the shape
of the face, head, and facial expression. Animating, on the
other hand, in when the facial models are overlayed with animations and multiple models are strung together to create
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Figure 1: An example of using 2D photographs of
users to generate both graphic representations and
avatars with similar facial expressions. The lines
overlayed on the 2D photographs represent important physical features along the user’s face that are
used to generate facial models. [4]

a moving picture. Both modeling and animating are necessary steps when developing a fully rendered avatar of a
facial expression. For the purposes of this discussion, only
the modeling step will be described. When algorithms model
facial expressions, a 2D video frame of a user must be captured and the algorithms must track specific landmarks on
the user’s face (e.g. tip of the nose, corners of the eyes, etc.).
Then, the algorithm can render any number of 3D avatars
with the same facial expression, as shown in Figure 1. This
whole process should occur in real time in order to provide
users of the system with immediate results.
The real-time algorithm for accurately modeling the expressions seen in Figure 1 is the 3D Shape Regression Tracking solution outlined in Cao et al. [4]. After describing this
algorithm in Section 3, we show an improved adaptation:
Displaced Dynamic Expression (DDE) Regression Tracking
in Section 4, as described in Cao et al. [3]. In Section 5, we
end with some comparisons and conclusions.

2.

BACKGROUND

Ekman’s Facial Action Coding System (FACS) is a coding
system designed to track human facial muscles and expressions and place the results in a database. It categorizes human facial movements by their appearance on the face. Us-
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Figure 2: Examples of basic linear blendshape models. These blendshapes have been morphed to represent four common facial expressions (from left to
right): a yawn, a smirk, a kiss, and a basic wink. [2]
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User-Specific Blendshape Generation
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to take head turns, rotations, and translations into account.
This is done by finding a transformation that minimizes the
amount of error between the projections of the 3D landmark
vertices on the mesh and the 2D labeled landmark positions.
After the identity, expression, and transformation has been
found, then a set of 60 expression blendshapes (one for each
input image) for that specific user can be computed.

3.3

Selecting Specific Training Data

Now that all input images have expression blendshapes, a
set of data can be selected for training the regressor. Cao et
al. [4] describes a few steps required before selecting training
data. First, for each image, the corresponding 3D facial
shape must be found and assembled to be used as potential
training data for the regressor.
The second step is an augmentation step in which the
set of captured images and their 3D facial shapes is increased to achieve better generalization of the regressor’s
facial shapes. For each input image, the corresponding facial shape is translated and transformed via a transformation matrix to cover new head angles and rotations. The
transformation matrix used is recorded, and this provides
enough data to retrieve the appearance data of the original
facial shape. This process increases the amount of original
data and the range of 3D facial shapes.
In the third step, the algorithm selects the training set for
the regressor. Because the regressor will eventually be used
on video frames (which occur in sequential order), it is likely
that the output for a frame is similar to the output of its
previous frame. However, it is also useful to take randomness
into account. For each given image, a set of most similar
shapes are collected from the original shapes. Then, a set of
randomly chosen shapes from the augmentation step above
are chosen. The union of these two sets make up the initial
training data.

3.4

Training the Regressor

Now that the initial training set of data has been selected,
the regressor can be trained to genereate 3D facial landmarks from 2D images. During runtime, the regressor utilizes two parts. Therefore, each part must be trained individually. This process can be seen in Algorithm 1.
For the first part of the regressor, a set of index-pair features must be generated. In general, an index-pair feature
relates the position of a 2D landmark with the position of the
3D landmark on the blendshape mesh. These features are
computed from the appearance vector of a 3D facial shape
(Sic ). Appearance vectors are composed of the intensities of
P randomly selected 3D facial points p. Each p is represented as the sum of a landmark position Sic and an offset
dp .The intensity value of p is gathered from p’s corresponding 2D positions in the original image i. When all of the
intensity values of the P points are assembled, they form
the appearance vector Vi . This procedure of calculating the
appearance vector for Sic is denoted as App(Ii , Mia , Sic , {dp })
where Mia refers to the transformation matrix used earlier
and Ii is the original 2D image. For each appearance vector, P 2 index-pair features are computed by calculating the
differences between each pair of elements in Vi .
For the second part of the regressor, effective index-pair
features must be selected. To choose these features, the
algorithm calculates the difference between the ground truth
shape Si and the current shape Sic . Then, the difference δSi

Algorithm 1 Training the Regressor
Input: N Training data (Ii , Mia , Si , Sic )
Output: Two-part regressor
1: /* part one*/
2: for t = 1 to T do
3:
{dtp } ← randomly generate P offsets
4:
for i = 1 to N do
5:
Vi ← App(Ii , Mia , Sic , {dp })
6:
Compute the P 2 feature values for Vi
7:
8:
/* part two*/
9:
for k = 1 to K do
10:
for f = 1 to F do
11:
Yf ← randomly generate a direction
12:
for i = 1 to N do
13:
δSi ← Si − Sic
14:
ci ← δSi × Yf
15:
Find the index-pair with the highest
. correlation with {ci } and randomly
. choose a threshold value
16:
17:
18:

19:
20:
21:
22:

for i = 1 to N do
Calculate new features in Vi using the F
. index-pairs
Compare the features to the thresholds
. to determine which bin the data
. belongs to
for each of the 2F bins do
Compute δSbi
for each training data l in the bin do
Slc ← Slc + δSbi

is multiplied by a randomly selected direction to produce a
scalar ci . Finally, the index-pair with the highest correlation
with the set of scalars is chosen. The technique of randomly
multiplying by a direction has been proven to be a powerful
tool for dimensionality reduction, as shown in Bingham and
Mannila [1]. This process is repeated F times to yield F
index-pair features. All F features together make a primitive
regressor structure called a fern.
In a fern, each of the F features is assigned a random
threshold value. The thresholds divide the space of all indexpair features into 2F bins, or categories. Next, for each
index-pair, the features in Vi are calculated and the features
are compared to the thresholds to decide which bin to place
the index-pair in (or how to categorize each index-pair). After classifying all of the training data into a bin group, compute the regression output δSb for each bin. Lastly, for all
training data l in each bin, update the current shape with
the regression output: Slc = Sic + δSb .
The regressor training process is iterated T times, with
K ferns to progressively refine the regression output. From
experiments, it has been found that results are optimal when
T = 10, K = 300, P = 400, and F = 5. Increasing the
number of iterations brings more accuracy, but takes longer
and adds computational costs.

3.5

Runtime Regression

With the 3D shape regressor fully trained, the 3D facial
shape S for the image I in the current video frame can be
obtained. The algorithm takes the previous frame’s output
facial shape S 0 and the current input video frame I as input.

Algorithm 2 Runtime Regression
Input: Previous facial shape S 0 , current image I
Output: Current frame’s facial shape S
1: Get the shape Sr in {Sio } most similar to S 0
2: Find M a that best aligns S 0 with Sr
3: S 0∗ ← M a S 0
4: {Sl } ← Choose L shapes most similar to S 0∗
5: for l = 1 to L do
6:
for t = 1 to T do
7:
V ← App(I, (M a )−1 , Sl , {dtp })
8:
for k = 1 to K do
9:
Get the F index-pairs recorded
. during training
10:
Calculate the F feature values
11:
Use the feature values to locate its bin b
. in the fern
12:
Get δSb in b
13:
Sl ← Sl + δSb
14: S ∗ ← Compute the median shape of {Sl , 1 ≤ l ≤ L}
15: S ← (M a )−1 S ∗

The output is a prediction of the current frame’s 3D facial
shape S. This process is outlined in Algorithm 2.
First, we find a shape Sr in the original shape set {Sio }
that is most similar to S 0 . Then, we find a transformation
matrix M a that aligns S 0 and Sr and use that matrix to
make S 0∗ . Then, the L most similar shapes to the transformed shape S 0∗ are found from all 3D shapes in the training data. Each chosen shape Sl is used as an initial shape
estimate and is passed through the regressor.
In the first part of regression, the appearance vector V is
calculated using the image, current shape, inverse transformation matrix, and the offsets. In the second part, the F
index-pairs recorded during training are gathered and the
appearance feature values for V are calculated. The feature values are compared with the recorded thresholds to
locate the correct bin b, which contains δSb . Finally, we can
update the current shape: Sl = Sl + δSb . Then, after obtaining all regression results for all {Sl }, the median shape
has its transformation matrix inverted and becomes S for
the current frame.
There are two elements of this regression model that make
it more successful than other previous regressors. First, because the regression uses a set of similar shapes {Sl } instead
of a single shape to generate S, this allows the solution to
better deal with uncertainty and to avoid error accumulation. Second, because the regressor chooses similar shapes to
the transformed shape S 0∗ instead of choosing shapes similar
to the single S 0 , the algorithm can account for different head
orientations and directions. The benefits of these added elements can be seen clearly in Figure 3 in the middle column,
where the bottom two rows’ estimates of the user’s right
cheek are off, and in the right column, where the bottom
two rows’ estimates of the user’s left cheek are off.

3.6

Results

In the first part of the setup stage (data gathering), the
user performs a sequence of 60 facial poses/expressions. This
takes less than 10 minutes, and is completed once for each
individual user. It takes approximately 25 minutes for a
first-time user to adjust 2D landmark positions for facial fea-

Figure 3: Comparisons of the Cao et al. [4] results
(top row) compared to using the previous frame’s
shape as the initial shape (middle row) and omitting
the transformation step (bottom row). [4]

tures. The remaining data tasks, including the blendshape
generation, camera calibration, training data preparation,
and training the 3D shape regressor, are all completed in less
than 10 minutes. In total, the setup and preprocessing takes
less than 45 minutes per user [4]. However, for this type of
application, a 45 minute setup step is longer than desirable.
This algorithm was implemented on a PC with an Intel Core i7 (3.5GHz) CPU with an ordinary web camera,
recording 640 × 480 images at 30 fps. At runtime, the computational time for rendering a 3D avatar takes less than 5
milliseconds per frame. Face tracking takes about 8 milliseconds per frame, making the overall runtime performance less
than 15 milliseconds. This makes this solution promising for
consumer-level applications since it renders in real time.
However, there are also limitations to this approach. It
relies on facial appearance information in the video, and
therefore can only deal with partial occlusions. When there
are larger occlusions present, the algorithm may output incorrect shapes. The approach also struggles when trying to
handle dramatic changes in lighting. Although the approach
works well when the background is changing slightly, it fails
to output accurate shapes when the lighting environment
differs substantially from the environment during setup, as
can be seen in Figure 5.

4.

DDE REGRESSION TRACKING

3D Shape Regression Tracking was able to produce 3D
renderings from 2D video frames in real time, but with some
inaccuracies. Therefore, some improvements were made upon
the 3D Shape Regression Tracking solution. This refined
variant is known as the Displaced Dynamic Expression (DDE)
Regression Tracking. It is fully described in Cao et al. [3].
Unlike the previous algorithm, this solution does not require
calibration for each individual user, and instead uses a DDE
model to represent the facial shapes for any given user. In
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Results
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pairs
to select training data. Then, the regressor is trained with
the selected data and features represented as coordinates in
a triangle formed by 2D landmarks. During runtime, the regressor computes 3D facial landmarks from 2D video frames,
before the post-processing and DEM adaptation steps occur.
Lastly, animations are overlayed on top of the results.
Both of these solutions work in real time, as Frame
stated in Section 3.6 and Section 4.4, and both solutions are successful
at rendering accurate 3D facial animations from 2D video
Figure 11: Comparison of the depth of our 3D regression with the
frames
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Figure 10: Our approach (bottom row) is more robust than the
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user-specific
algorithm
[Cao
et al. 2013a] (top
row) under
signifi(bottom
row)
in comparison to the 3D Shape Recant lighting
changes.
gression Tracking approach (top row) under significant lighting changes. [3]
the blendshape model we used for 3D facial shapes. This fact, from
the other side, supports our use of 2D displacements in the DDE
model.
We compare our approach with two state-of-the-art techniques, the
user-specific regression algorithm [Cao et al. 2013a] and the 3D
CLM approach described in [Saragih et al. 2011a]. As in the previous section, we run all methods on a manually labeled video sequence and compare the computed 2D landmarks with the ground
Figure
6: [Cao
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Tracking
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is recorded.
CLM
model occlusions
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failingThe
with
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(right
two
training images
images).
[3] as in our approach. Our training data is substantially larger than the data used in the authors’ implementation and
the resulting model generates more accurate results.
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Fig.
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(Fig.
facial landmarks, while the bottom row is much more accuFollowing [Cao et al. 2013a], we use the depth acquired from a
rate.
This
solution
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better than
the
Kinect
camera
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accuracy
of our approach.
Specifiprevious
whenvideo
handling
head
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cally, wealgorithm
take an RGBD
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camera and
and partial
apply
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solution
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can show
inaccurate
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inforresults
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in Figure
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Asright
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in Fig.
11, although
the
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user
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images
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initialwith
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difference between our reconstructed mesh and the acquired depth,
the difference decreases to an insignificant level once the frameparameters converge through our DEM adaptation.
5.invariant
CONCLUSION

Here we have examined a primary solution for rendering
Conclusion
3D8 virtual
images from 2D video frames in real time. In
the initial solution, input images of a specific user are gathWe have introduced a calibration-free approach to real-time facial
ered,
blendshapes
are derived
for that
user,
and the
regressor
tracking
and animation
with a single
video
camera.
It works
by
is trained with the user’s data and the blendshape model.
Finally, the regressor computes the 3D facial landmark positions in real time and overlays animations on top of the
regressor’s results. In the improved solution, a DDE model
is used to represent the input images and the images’ corre-
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